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D A IL Y
CM to get
new building,
dept, head

Alcohol-filled Saturday nights
►Going from the bar to
bed may not give
students a beneficial
amount of sleep

By C arly H a s e lh u h n
M USTANG D A ILY STA FF W RITER

By M eghan Nowakowski

before, and even though a couple Advil
may help the p>ain go away for a while,
the alcohol has already taken a toll on
one’s brain.
David Ralston, a doctor at the Cal
Poly Health Center, refers to this pmb1cm as reboimd.

T he C al Poly C onstruction
Management Department is under
construction. But instead of orange
cones and stalled traffic, a new
department head will tighten the
department’s plans for a new build
ing on campus, at least half of
which will belong to the CM
department.
Allan Hauck is a familiar name
to many faculty on campus, though
unknown to most students. The
recently appointed department
head touts a doctorate in construc
tion management and fO years
experience in the field.
Most of Hauck’s time will be
spent fund-raising and planning for
the new building site, which will go
in place of the old “air condition
ing" building. Since the prelimi
nary drawing phase of the project
was approved with Proposition 47,
the next year will be spent fund
raising w ithin the construction
industry.
T he design is expected to take

see SLEEP, page 2

see HAUCK, page 2
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Most students have been there.
It’s finally Friday, the end of a long
and sleepless week filled with midterms
and 10-page papers. All students can
chink aKxit is partying. A drink turns
into five, and someone is dancing on
the Z-Cluh pole. Aftei that, it’s a blur.
The next afternoon partiers wake up
safely in their own beds. With visions of
Bull Sweats and Jose Cuervo dancing
in their heads, students may think that
their dmnken sleep was a .sufficient
amount of rest, but they are wrong.
Trying to get an adequate amount of
sleep after drinking alcohol is virtually
impossible, scientists say.
According to the National Institute
on Alcohol Abase and Alcoholism, a
person goes through two alternating
states of sleep. CVie is called slow wave
sleep, where the brain waves are very
slow. The other is rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep, in which the eyes undergi> rapid movements, although the eyes
remain asleep.
REM sleep is important for consoli
dating newly learned infomiaiion, and
a lai^e propiTition of REM sleep occurs

w

By C o u rtn ey W itt
At a university with nearly 18,000
students, it’s easy to slip between the
cracks or be taken advantage of.
University C^buds, an on-campu.s program, is available to provide
assistance to students, faculty and
staff to change unfair grades, con
front mi.sunderstandings with the
university staff or deal with concerns
about campus policies.
The University Ombuds’ purpose
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W hen p a rty in g leads to passing o u t, sleep can be d isru p ted an d m ake th e person tire d and achy.
toward the end of the night.
Alcohol consumeii within an hour
before bedtime can disrupt the second
half of the sleep period. This happeias
because the alcohol is metabolized dur
ing the sleeping periixl; the sleeping
state becomes progressively lighter and
more disturbed. When the btxly does
not get eniTugh REM sleep it can cause

Got a problem ?
Om buds have answ ers
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF W RITER

■

people to wake up tired, irritable and
achy, alsiT pcTpularly known as the
hangover.
“1 usually take an Advil and drink a
lot of water before 1 go to bed, so 1don’t
get a hangover,” journalism junior
Nadea Mina .said.
A hangover is basically the body’s
way of punishing ycxj for the night

Making music in Chumash

is to promote a positive campus cli
mate by facilitating informal and
impartial approaches to the resolv
ing of academic and non-academic
conflicts, it also aims to provide
someone who students, faculty and
staff can come to with concerns.
Director of Campus Relations
jea n DeCosta runs the program,
which began five' years ago.
“1 want students to know that

see OMBUDS, page 6

Cal Poly's HBSA reaches
out to other backgrounds
By Alina Neacy
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF W RITtR

The newly reconstructed Hispanic
Business Student Asscx:iation now
caters not only to Hi.spanic students, but
memlxirs of any backgrouml.
HBSA is seeking to diversify mem
bership and provide knowledge and
experience with the emerging Hispanic
business market to Cal Poly students of
every major and ethnicity. Through
community service, workshops and
guest speakers, members learn how to
capitalize on the fastest-growing seg

ment of the Americim population.
“It’s an outlet for stiKlents of all liackgrounds to learn about Latino commer
cial interests,” said business senior and
HBSA president Antonio Marquez.
Transferring to Cal Poly last year,
Marquez reactivated the previously
deftinct club and changed its mission
completely.
The new club, which started this fall
and now has about 35 members, has
several purpose.s, but the first is to make

see HBSA, page 2
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TWo local bands, Siscra Fell (le ft) and Everyone (rig h t), played fo r students in Chum ash
A u d ito riu m Tuesday n ig h t. The even t was p u t on by Freedom 6 2 , a college m in istry fro m
C alvary Church, an d sponsored by th e Music A p p reciatio n Club and Cam pus Crusade fo r Christ.
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SLEEP
continued from page 1
“Rebtuind is a problem you run into
as the alcohol wears off,” Ralston said.
“Basically it is like a withdrawal system
from the alcohol. After falling asleep,
two or three hours later you rebound up
and sleep is interrupted. You receive
very ptK>r sleep from then on.”
Qjntinuing this vicious cycle of par
tying and Itwing sleep can eventually
start to affect learning skills and even
brain cells. Drinking alcohol before bed
time can also cause sleep deprivation or
lead to other serious sleep problems later
on in life, according to the NIAAA
Web site.

5-Day Forecast
FRIDAY
High: 69°/Low : 45°

SATURDAY
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riculum at Cal Poly.
“We are learning that it’s a diverse
playing field,” Marquez said.
continued from page 1
Other club initiatives include volun
teering at local organizations such as the
Growing
Grounds and HOC, and acting
members aware of the growing Hispanic
as a liaison between students and com
market in the United States.
Marquez said there are almost 39 mil munity businesses. HBSA also has
lion Hispanic people in the United social events such as bonfires at Avila,
States today who control $428 billion in and is planning a trip to Hollywtxxl to
purchasing power. This adds up to 6 per be in the audience for the taping of a
television show.
cent of the American economy.
The club is also open to non“That is a lot of economic clout,”
Hispanics.
Marquez said.
“We have officers who aren’t
The club provides experience in
interacting with Hispanic commerce by Hispanic and members from all back
prcxlucing and selling ready-made Web grounds,” said Raymond Macarem),
sites to ItKal Latino businesses. At $50 vice president of community service.
Macareno is also the chair of the
for a simple home page, small busines.ses
that would not otherwise have the committee Partnership in Raza (meaiting “all races” in Spani.sh) Involvement.
re.st)urces can expand to the Internet.
“Members get to expx^rience relatitm- Other committees cover such topics as
ships with liKal compiinies and practice ftind-raising, banquet organization, net
working with Icxzal businesses, volun
business skills,” Marquez said.
Another gtial of the club is to equip teering at kxal organizations, recruiting
members with the skills to address the and professional development.
Though busine.ss-oriented, HBSA is
needs of Hispanics. Guest speakers from
the business world, Knh Hispanic and open to students from all majors.
“The club is growing,” Macareno
non-Hispanic, will address club mem
said.
“We have a lot of potential.”
bers on working with this market. There
The HBSA meets every Thursday
will also be workshops provided to teach
business .skills, such as working with from 11 a.m. to ntxrn in the business
people from other ethnic groups, which building, room 205. For more informa
is not taught in the regular business cur tion, go to hbsa0.triptxl.com.

HBSA

TUESDAY

;T today's Sun

Burt Cochran, head of medical ser
vices at the Cal Poly Health Center,
advises students to be careftil of ongoing
sleep problems.
“Falling asleep after a couple ot
drinks is not life threatening, but it can
be diingerous if it is contributing to an
ongoing sleep problem,” Qx:hran said.
According to a Brown University
study, college students are the most
sleep-deprived people in the country.
Due to the inten.se workload, students
are not sleeping enough during the
week and then when the weekend rolls
around, students are more concerned
with consuming alcohol than catching
up on sleep. All of these patterns could
be damaging to the brain, affecting
learning abilities and concentration lev
els.
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Today's Tides
Low: 7:43 a m / . 9 feet
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HAUCK
continued from page 1

four years to plan and will include
specialty labs to the department.
The outgoing department head,
Jim Rodgers, retired after 26 years
at Cal Poly, 18 of which he spent as
the
construction
management
head. Hauck, a colleague of
Rtxlgers’ for about 20 years, said
he’s continuing Rodgers’ plans for
the new building. He said the

department appears to be healthy.
“Academically, the curriculum is
in great shape,” Hauck said.
Impressed with both faculty and
Cal Poly itself, Hauck left his posi
tion at Colorado State University.
Many faculty from the College of
A rchitecture and Environmental
Design knew Hauck from going
through the doctoral program while
he was teaching in Colorado,
which made him a reputable and
obvious choice, they said.
Hauck explained that accepting
the offer wasn’t a tough decision for
him to make.

“It’s a real professional attraction
for me to be here,” he said.
He was not only swayed by Cal
Poly’s reputation for academic
excellen ce and its “hands-on”
approach to teaching and learning,
but he liked the fact that construc
tion management was incorporated
into the College of Architecture
and Environmental Design.
Hauck earned his master’s degree
at Bowling Green University in
O hio and received his doctorate in
construction management at the
University of Maryland.
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C j-ir n e R o u n d - U p
Jan. 6: A B.B. shot through a window of the lobby
area of the Performing Arts Center left a small hole
in the glass.
■ H
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Jan. 7: A $500 projector bulb was discovered miss
ing in room 219 of the English building. Police said
the theft likely happened during winter break.
Jan. 8: A bomb threat note was found in a distribu
tion box in the computer science building. Campus
police dismissed the threat as a prank because it
was nonspecific.
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Jan. 9:Three vandalism incidents involving paint
occurred throughout campus: Rainbow-colored
handprints were found in the Dexter building near
the pottery lab stairs, green dots were spray painted
to concrete window frames on the south side of the
library and green paint shoeprints were found lead
ing from building 53 to the sidewalk.

Jan.9: A computer scanner and zip drive worth a com
bined $277 were reported missing from an office upstairs
in Mott Gym (room 201).The theft likely occurred during
the break.
Jan. 10: San Luis Obispo Police officers arrested a 40-yearold man of San Luis Obispo for an outstanding warrant
charging drug offenses. He was charged with being under
the influence of a controlled substance and possessing
methamphetamine for sale. Officers were drawn to a local
motel room and observed activity suggestive of drug sales.
During the investigation officers recovered more than an
ounce of methamphetamine or Crystal Meth and numer
ous items of drug paraphernalia.The man was taken to SLO
County Jail and bail was set at $10,000.
Jan. 1l:T h e smell of marijuana gave campus police a rea
son to enter Sequoia Hall. A on-campus resident was
arrested for giving false information to a police officer.
Jan. 11: Three stolen golf carts were recovered after appar
ent joyrides.Two of the carts were stolen from the
University Dining Complex and the other from outside the
Administration building.
Jan. 12: Two students from Muir Hall and another from
Tenaya Hall were issued citations for being minors in pos
session of alcohol. Campus police found the students
behind the water tower in the R-1 parking lot.
Jan. 13: Three students were sited for smoking marijuana
at the water tower in the R-1 parking lot.Two of the stu
dents were residents from Lassen Hall and the other from
Santa Lucia Hall.

Summer in Mexico
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Summer 2003 - Cuernavaca

Spanish Language Immersion Program

General Information Meeting
Thursday, January 23 , 11 am
Erhart Agriculture Bldg. ( 10), Rm. 221
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National Briefs
W a l-M a rt opens first ever
th re e -s to ry store
LOS A N GELES — T he first
triple-tiered Wal-Mart store in the
country made its debut Wednesday
in the Baldwin Hills area.
The nationwide discount chain
marked the occasion by donating
$30,700 to community organiza
tions, including the Magic Johnson
Foundation and the Los Angeles
Urban League.
The 218,6 53-square-foot store is
larger than a typical Wal-Mart and
shopping carts navigate the three
stories on escalator-type conveyor
belts designed to move 800 carts per
hour, company officials said. Carts
also are equipped with sensors that
lock the wheels if someone tries to
take one out of the parking lot.
The store, which was built with
three floors because of the size of the
lot, will employ 450 workers, WalMart officials said.
Baldwin Hills is next to the
Crenshaw District of Los Angeles,
which was hit hard by riots in 1992.
The opening comes as many of
the so-cplled “big box” retailers are
opening smaller stores. Wal-Mart
has opened 46 of its smaller
“Neighborhood Market” stores in
recent months.
Retail analysts said consumers
often don’t have time to navigate
such huge stores.

A year a fte r D an iel Pearl's
a b d u c tio n , questions rem ain
KA RA CH I,
Pakistan
—
Investigators on the case of mur
dered Wall Street Journal reporter
Daniel Pearl have uncovered a web
of extremism, with operatives from
several Pakistani groups and possibly
Osama bin Laden’s al-Qaida net
work in on the plot.
That mix is bad news for
Pakistan, which has endured a series
of attacks since its president threw
his support behind the U.S.-led war
on terrorism.

Even though four men have been
convicted in the case, authorities
are reluctant to discuss the murder.
Suspects disappear or are found
dead. Crucial dates are confused.
Confessions are offered and then
recanted.
There is agreement on one point:
Nobody who physically carried out
the killing has been convicted.
None of the four men sentenced is
even believed to have ever been at
the shed where Pearl was held. His
dismembered remains were finally
found in the overgrown yard out
side.
Three of the convicted men
never met Pearl at all.
The grisly scene was captured on
video and sent to the U .S.
Consulate on Feb. 21. It was
received just ahead of the Muslim
holiday of Eid al-Adha, when ani
mals are traditionally slaughtered by
cutting their throats.

C alifo rnia g o vernor calls spe
cial session to speed Coastal
Com m ission bill
SA CRAM EN TO — Gov. Cray
Davis called a special legislative ses
sion Wednesday to enable lawmak
ers to quickly adopt legislation
designed to ensure the state can
continue to regulate coastal devel
opment.
That authority was thrown into
doubt last month when an appeals
court said the fact legislative leaders
appoint of a majority of coastal com
missioners and can remove them at
will violates the constitution’s sepa
ration of powers clause.
Democrats plan to use the special
session, which started today, to push
through legislation that would give
the Coastal Commission’s legislative
appointees fixed two-year terms.
Davis said he was confident that
the bill would “cure any constitu
tional defects... (and) allow the
Coastal Commission to remain a
stalwart guardian of our magnificent
coast.”
But
Ronald
Zumbrun,
a
Sacramento attorney representing

the plaintiffs in the appeals court
case, predicted the Legislature
would have to stop appointing
coastal commissioners or appoint
only one or two to satisfy the courts.
“If both houses of the Legislature
appointed one (commissioner) we
would argue that was wrong but 1
doubt the courts would entertain
that (argument),” he said.
He called the fixed-term legisla
tion “a last ditch effort to maintain
the existing system and it will not
work.”
The appeals court ruling stemmed
from a lawsuit filed by the Marine
Forests Society, a nonprofit group
that sued the commission after it
was ordered to stop building an arti
ficial reef off Newport Beach.
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tists will be more candid without
Iraqi liaison officers listening to the
interviews.
Bush administration official have
in recent days spoken of their pref
erence for Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein to flee into exile, and have
said they would consider offering an
amnesty for war crimes committed
by senior Iraqi officials.

Strong q u ake shakes central
M exico; 24 p eo p le killed

working to restore electricity and
telephone service.

Saudis re p o rt arre s t o f sus
p e ct in am b ush o f tw o
A m ericans in K u w ait
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates
— Saudi border guards Wednesday
arrested a Kuwaiti suspected of
killing one American and critically
wounding another in an ambush in
Kuwait, the official Saudi Press
Agency reported.
T he agency quoted an unidenti
fied Saudi Interior Ministry official
as saying the Kuwaiti, who was not
named,
was
arrested
early
Wednesday “sneaking into Saudi
Arabia from Kuwait.”
“T he
initial
investigation
revealed that he was the assailant
who fired on the American citizens
on Tuesday,” the report said.
A
Kuwaiti
government
spokesman said he would not com
ment on the report until later
Thursday.
The two Americans, both civil
ian contractors working for the
U .S. military, were ambushed
Tuesday near Camp Doha, about
10 miles west of Kuwait City.
Police said a gunman hiding
behind a hedge about 3 miles from
the base opened fire with a
Kalashnikov on the Americans’
sports utility vehicle while it was at
a stoplight.
One of them, David Caraway,
was in stable condition Wednesday
at al-Razi hospital in Kuwait City.
His co-worker M ichael Rene
Pouliot, 46, was killed in the
attack.
T he shooting was the first
assault on U .S. civilians in Kuwait
and the third on Americans since
October in the oil-rich emirate,
where pro-American sentiment is
usually strong and where thousands
of U .S. troops are a.ssembling for a
possible war on Iraq.

GUADALAJARA, Mexico — A
powerful earthquake ripped through
western and central Mexico, killing
at least 24 people and injuring at
least 175, as dozens of houses and
buildings collapsed and church bells
were knocked from their steeples.
The death toll continued to rise
Wednesday as yellow-suited emer
IntemationalBriefs
gency crews were shown on televi
Blix: Iraq placing unacceptable sion digging through wrecked build
conditions on spy p lan e use
ings in the capital of Colima state,
UNITED NATIONS — Iraq is using a pneumatic drill to break
blocking the United Nations from through concrete slabs and pulling
using the venerable U-2 spy plane to out victims on stretchers.
In Mexico’s second largest city,
search for Baghdad’s terror weapons,
placing unacceptable limits on its Guadalajara, 100 miles to the north,
flights, chief inspector Hans Blix dozens of homes partially collapsed,
and at least 20 people were injured
said Wednesday.
“They are not denying it, or by falling bricks and beams.
Mexico’s national seismological
rejecting it, but they are putting up
conditions that would be unaccept service put the quake’s magnitude at
able and stronger than they were in 7.6, but the U.S. Geological Survey
the past,” he said, without elaborat calculated it at 7.8 at a depth of
ing.
20.5 miles. A magnitude 7 quake is
Blix was on the way into his capable of causing widespread,
offices at U.N. headquarters, where heavy damage.
reporters questioned him.
“Because of the size of the earth
U-2 flights were a mainstay of the quake and its shallow depth, U SG S
first hunt for Iraq’s weapons of mass is expecting substantial damage,”
destruction, from 1991 to 1998. said U .S. Geological Survey
American pilots flew them, but the spokesman Butch Kinerney.
ultra-long-winged je t plane was
Adan de la Paz of the Mexican
repainted in U.N. colors and cov Red Cross said 21 people had died
ered flight paths ordered by U.N. in Colima state. In neighboring
inspectors.
Jalisco state, two people were killed
Iraqi officials promised Blix and — an 8 5-year-old woman who was
top nuclear inspector Mohamed crushed by a wall as she fled her
ElBaradei earlier this week to house and a 1-year-old girl who died
encourage its weapons scientists to in the same town, Zapotitlan.
speak privately with inspectors.
T he
M exican
government Briefs compiled from The Associated
“We’ll see if that happens,” Blix declared a state of emergency in Press wire service by Mustang Daily
said. U.N. officials hope the scien Colima, where officials were slowly editor-in-chief Stephen Curran.

TANNNERS COVE TANNING SALON
D ow ntow n SLO - Corner Broad & Marsh
6 67 M arsh (W ells Fargo B ank C enter)

Why Do You Like Tanners?

1 0 T a n s fo r

$35
Hours:

“Awesome
Tanning Beds
with CD Stereo”

FREE RENT SPECIRl!

-E rin Cromwell
Ag M anagem ent

Student Apartments

Mon-Thurs 8am-9:30pm Friday 8am-8pm Sat & Sun 10am-6pm

Valencia
Are you homeless
this Fall Quarter?
Well, your housing
search is over!

555 Ramona Drive
(805) 543-1450

WWW.ValenciaApartments. com

Great Amenities...
Furnished bedroom s / Living Room
Recreation C enter with T V Lounge & W eight Room
Com puter Lab with FR E E Internet access
Heated Pool and G am e Room
Som e Newly Rem odeled Apartm ents still available
Leases and M onth-to-M onth Agreem ents available

W e still have rooms and
entire 3-bedroom
apartm ents available!
Apply now and get your first
m onths rent for FR E E !

V« • «• • •
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/>/ M O N T H
FREE

Free Rent Special

(offer for fixed term leases only)

VALENCIA STUDENT APARTMENTS

For details call our Leasing Office
or check out our w eb site!
w w w .ValenciaApartm ents.com

555 Ramona Drive SLO

543-1450

www.ValenciaApartments.com
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Increasing age, C lo n in g sho uldn't be tried
decreasing
love i nterests
It takes two to make a thing go right.”
Perhaps the Raelian movement best exemplifies this
phrase as members attempt to clone their way into
immortality and our history books.
With its btimbshell announcement last month, the religious
group dropped jaws all around the world as the first cloned
human baby, named “Eve,” was bom. Or so they say, at least.
W hile the 60,000-member
movement has become the brunt
............................................ ^ of many jokes on late-night tele
vision and been the object of great speculation on CNN, peo
ple throughout the world have suddenly been punched with a
gut check: Are we ready for such human cloning?
The fact of the matter is this: It is not whether these alien
abductees and UFO followers are telling the truth or not. With our
infinite technological advancements, cloning is inevitable. We just
weren’t prepared for such an announcement over winter break.
Just because we have the technology to clone humans does
not mean we need to make use of it. We also have the tech
nology to make nuclear bombs, but of course we don’t blow
them up every chance we get (that’s another article in its own).
Human cloning is just another step in furthering mad sci
entists’ quests to become God. Nature versus nurture is what
this issue boils down to. When in our society will we become
content with who we are and the roles we play during our
existence on earth? Is it not enough that we can prolong a
person’s life with heart transplants, blood transfusions and
life-support machines? When is it finally time to accept our
fate and let our bodies succumb to nature?
I believe that time has come.
Rael, the founder of the Raelian religion, claims that a
society of aliens created all mankind through DNA and
genetic engineering. He believes it is now up to us to create
human clones, thus ultimately ensuring our immortality.
Since as far back as my schoolbooks cover, scientists have
u

oday is my birthday. 5:32 a.m. marked the start of my 22nd
year on Earth and I’ve grown increasingly uneasy about my
birthdays. When I was young, the cakes were sprawling and
buttery, the presents plentiful and the parties frilly and elaborate.
But now' I find myself requesting angelfood with Lite Cool Whip
topping. I ask for boring and necessary gifts, like cash or an electric
t(x>thbrush. Extravagant, themed parties have faded into memory;
friends will only gather if there is eating or heavy drinking.
Having already achieved the alcoholsaturated 21,1 have no more milestones in
sight, save 65 when I can comfortably
retire. A general malaise has suffocated
whatever pre-pubescent joy 1once took in
birthdays. Now all 1 feel is one year closer
to shopping at Talbot’s, wearing controltop pantyhose and getting a facelift.
But wait! I am of course forgetting the
one huge benefit, the fantastic bonus of
becoming one year older: Possibly more
younger men at my disposal!
I collect them as some people covet
fj
diamonds, guns or Faberge eggs and, to
^
paraphrase the legendary “Dazed and
Confused,’’ 1 get older and they stay the
same age!
My friends hoot and holler at my
predilection for the youngins.
“Why?,” they stammer, eyes wide, “Why, Shallon, why?!”
Why not is the question! Fresh-faced lads are refreshingly devoid
of beer guts, smoking habits and addictions to pom. They still lis
ten to punk, surf and have six-packs by default. Guys don’t think
twice about dating younger girls, so why should women nam w their
dating ptH>l every rime they have a birthday?
“Age isn’t that big of a deal if the guy is cool and mature. Why
reject quality people just because they’re 12 months younger?” says
a friend from home.
1 admit that most girls aren’t like me; they prefer the older men
instead. As much as I love 19-year-olds, there’s something wildly
sexy about a man w'ith a career, an office and a set of golf clubs!
Experimenting with age gaps gives us the opportunity to play pre
tend; younger people make us remember our youth and the light
heartedness that went with it, just as older men see us as fresh little
kittens, pure and nai ve. But if you’re dating someone younger, try to
remember that they aren’t as infinitely wise as you are, so don’t
patronize. May through December romances will never work if you
don’t treat each other like equals.
Boys, if you’re looking to catch yourself a Stifler’s Mom, don’t go
stupid when she hits on you. She obviously knows you’re not her age,
but there’s no need to remind her. Just be mellow and seem interest
ed because chances are, if she’s flirting she’s got a college guy fanta
sy of her own. It’s just like threesomes; you might be down for one,
but you don’t know how to get it started. But once the ball gets
rolling, you and the M.l.L.F. will do just fine.
A gixxl guy friend, alias “Pat," is a M.l.L.F. connoisseur; he says
that they outrank girls his own age because they are so sexually con
fident and skillful. But others like “Greg” seem to like the dorm
chicks, hinting that they make him feel cool and clever.
In another three years or so, none of this age nonsense will mat
ter. No one will think you’re de.sperate or creepy if you date out of
your immediate age radius as long as you’re confident in your deci
sion. And while I might be able to resist a lardy birthday cake or
kegger, if you see me prowling around San Luis Obispti High on
prom night, just give me a thumbs up and keep on drivin’ my friend
... ju-st keep on drivin’!

T
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thing I’ve learned in life it’s to exploit the
oppressed while the exploiting is gotxl.

Editor,

Zach D. Schwarzbach is a political sci
ence senior and Monster Fighter for hire.

1 saw the movie “Reign of Fire” the
other night. It’s that movie where all the
British people are fighting dragons and
stuff. I thought it would he sweet because
Slayer plays this sting called “Reigning in
Bltxid,” and that is probably the sweetest
song ever (I’ve noticed it’s never made the
pretentious little list the college radio sta
tion put out; for shame).
Anyway, it wasn’t as sweet as Slayer,
except
for
maybe
“Undisputed
Attitude,” but it got me thinking.
Going through the law school applica
tion process, 1 feel the icy fingers of
adulthood tighten their cruel grip
around my neck, and 1 think to myself it
might be kind of sweet if some catastro
phe like dragons or aliens were
unleashed upon the world; and those
who survived the initial onslaught
would have no choice but to spend
their lives battling the beasts, so that
man might carry on.
Certainly the decimation of our species
would be tragic - that goes without saying
- but it sure would simplify things. There
wouldn’t be anymore law schcxil, that’s for
sure, and 1 bet 1 would excel at killing
aliens. Like if water melted their fle.sh like
in “Signs,” I’d whip out my Super St>aker
and be like “Whaaaaaartt!”
I could even make a career out of it,
like a mercenary, becau.se if there is any-
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been developing methods to better our lives, specifically our
health. Throughout the centuries, they have been incredibly
successful in increasing our life expectancy. But this doesn’t
mean we should continue the route of increasing our life
spans all the way to eternity.
“The announcement in itself is an expression of a brutal
mentality, devoid of any ethical and human consideration,”
said a spokesman for the Pope.
And by the way, if everyone were to eventually clone
themselves (you know, because we need to attain immortali
ty under the Raelian Empire), wouldn’t that lead to a dra
matic increase in the world’s population?
“It only propagates our already overpopulated world,” spec
ulated industrial technology graduate student Alan Puccinelli
in a heated argument over the new science.
Perhaps another reason why I am adamantly agaiast human
cloning is because I cannot even imagine what our world wcuild be
like if we each had a Mini Me beside us. Wtxild they really be our car
bon copies - containing all our traits, from height to eye color to IQ?
How would clones even be treated in a world still filled
with natural-bom humans like us? They would probably get
shunned into a class below us, due to their sub-humanity. Or
would they be held on a pedestal because they are the prod
ucts of some huge miracle we have yet to come to grips with?
Either way 1 look at it, 1 don’t want to live in this brave
new world we are quickly approaching.

Letters to the editor

Shallon Lester is a speech communication senior and Mustang
Daily columnist. Birthday cards and presents can be sent to the
Mustang Daily office, or e-mail Shallon your greetings and ques
tions at shallonlester@hotmail.com.

Mustang

Human cloning is just another step in fur^
thering mad scientists’ quests to become
God.
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Column sank to new low

Ms. Lester’s comparison of supposed sex-'
ually oppressed womankind.
*
I guess the inclusion of this “opinion”^
article shouldn’t come as that big of a sur
prise. After all, they sell Playboy Magazine [
at Campus Market. All 1 can say is this; f
We’ve sure come a long and pitiful way.

Yvonne Lynch is on the Facilities |
Planning and Capital Projects staff.
i

Editor,
1 can certainly say I’ve seen it all now.
Last time I checked the sign at the
entrance of Cal Poly, it stated that this
was a university, not a brothel. 1 thought
this was a place people came to get an
education, but according to Ms. Lester’s
“opinion,” 1 guess that’s not enough.
They have to get sex education, also. 1
think this article belongs in a porno
graphic magazine rather than the univer
sity newspaper. She only confirms that
we live in a sex-crazed society and that
one should seek physical pleasure at the
expense of personal moral integrity. She
even goes so far as to share with all of us
the cost of her pleasure apparatus, further
declaring that the breaking of this item is
on the same heartbreak level as divorce.
Wow! Is her name Shallon, or was that
a typo and it should read “Shallowr I’m
sure she’s a nice emxigh person, but really.
The frosting on this repulsive cake is
the quote from I3r. Martin Luther King,
Jr.’s famous speech. I believe he would
turn over in his grave at the thought of
the comparison of those oppressed
because of the color of their skin with
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Removing the'objectionable'in movies is wrong
ver heard ot the “fast-forward” button?
You know, It’s the one conveniently locat
ed next to the “stop” button on the stan
dard VCR remote control. It doesn’t take effort
to push the button whenever you deem neces
sary, and better yet, it doesn’t infringe on any
body’s artistic expression.
If mundane buttons aren’t enough tor you,
^
now you can send
(Z O fY i V T Ì 0 n t d
any movie or DVD
to CleanFlicks, a
Utah-based company, to have it edited for sex,
violence, nudity and profanity. Basically, they
take away any stimulating qualities or artistic
endeavors.
At CleanFlicks.com, the mission statement
touts the company’s goal to “provide access to
Hollywood entertainment, free from objection
able elements, thus helping maintain high
moral values.”
Shying away from the standard debate about
duplication and copyright laws, which obvious
■ ly get breached in cases like this, let’s touch on
the issue of hypersensitivity and artistic expres
sion for a moment, shall we?
My first assumption was that such a company
was created on the pretenses of filtering out
obscene images and words for children, so their
innocent ears and eyes would be protected from
the skimpy clothing in “The Little Mermaid”
and the violent combat in “Antz.” It’s all a huge

E

question mark - the Internet and children, TV
and children, G-ratcd movies and children - fil
ters, filters, filters.
But, to my astonishment, the bulk of edited
movies included such intellectual thrillers as
“Hannibal” and “Signs.” So children aren’t the
sole concern, but simply hypersensitive adults
who don’t see the value in keeping an artistic
creation intact.
What exactly would, be the remaining con
tent in the overly gory “Hannibal” after every
thing questionable was filtered out? Ten min
utes of dialogue between Julianne Moore and
Anthony Hopkins? The excitement, the blood,
the plot, the thrill of the thriller goes right out
the window.
But for those so righteous to believe that
they can and should edit someone else’s work of
art, that it is somehow their duty, allow me to
do a little critiquing of my own.
The CleanFlicks mission statement, as I see
it;
First, how could you possibly subtract “objec
tionable elements” from the byproducts of lib
eral-minded “Hollywood?” Censorship is the
prime evil in such a city routed in free and cre
ative expression. CleanFlicks wants “hecks”
and “oh-gees,” they want tight collars and high
pants, they want heavy petting - they better
make their own movies.
But since this is a largely R-rated world, we

Parents should do their own editing - stand in front o f the TV (my
mom did it) or talk to your children about the questionable material
they hear or see; dont let CleanFlicks '‘editors” do your dirty work.
have established ratings. Those tew little letters
following the preview to a movie really do tell
it like it is, how the writer and director intend
ed it to be. And don’t tell me that teens can get
into R-rated movies easily anymore if they’re
not old enough - I tried it. It didn’t work then.
It especially won’t work now.
Second, what are “objectionable elements”
anyway? A religious individual may claim
they’re the f-bombs and a-bombs, the hot,
steamy sex scenes, the blood from a fist to the
face or even the scant shell bikini of an ani
mated heroine.
Well, who should judge besides the cre
ator? I flinch at racist comments (which may
never be edited out) in movies such as
“Monster’s Ball” or “American History X ,”
but I know the impact and purpose of the
work would be lost if such objectionable
material were omitted.
Where one objection is made, there’s always
another to follow: Then there’s double meaning
in everything including harmless fairy tales. It’s
an endless cycle of nonsensical moral slinging
that has to stop.

Lastly, that’s a lofty goal to strive for - main
taining high moral values through movies.
Though it’s been said time and again amidst
the heated censorship debate, parents and edu
cators really should be the ones responsible for
maintaining moral values in children and
themselves. We shouldn’t look toward any
source of media for that kind of learning, espe
cially considering the slanted opinions trans
mitted via the media every day.
Parents should do their own editing - stand
in front of the T V (my mom did it) or talk to
your children about the questionable material
they hear or see; don’t let CleanFlicks “editors”
do your dirty work.
And at $26.95 to $36.95 a pop, is that such a
hard thing to avoid doing?
But at least CleanFlicks and its proponents
are building their own moralistic movie com
munity, rather than trying to censor all movies
for those who love such necessary objectionable
elements.

Carly Haselhuhn is a journalism junior and
Mustang Daily staff writer.

Right to bear arms dung Bush appears to be more
to by fearful Americans mobster than president
ast fall, a sniper held tJie Washington, D.C. area in a grip of fear. One by one
he fired at random victims, killing most of them with one shot to the head.
The New York Times reported Thursday that the 17-year-old will be tried as
an adult, leaving everyone to wonder what can drive a person so young to kill so
recklessly.
But the United States is no stranger to tragedy. On April 20, 1999 two high school
students brought high-powered guns to school and fired on their classmates, killing
12 students and three teachers before shooting themselves. Again, the American
public was left wondering what could drive youth to such madness.
In Michael Moore’s film “Btiwling for Columbine,” he
^
attempts to find the root of violence in the United States
with specific reference to the Columbine massacre. He
begins his documentary' by exhibiting the ease with which
one can obtain a gun, which exemplifies the glorification of arms in our gun culture. He
also reaches deep>er and argues that we are a nation of gun-toters because of fear: The
fear of our neighbors.
When our forefathers drafted our Constitution, American society was radically dif
ferent from today. The instability of the new nation, with an expanse of frontier on one
side and an irate colonial empire on the other, led the forefathers to include the right
to keep and bear arms in our Bill of Rights. Gun rights activists often argue that those
who favor gun control defy the Constitution and go against the intent of our forefathers.
Perhaps we need to be reminded what the Second Amendment specifically states: “A
well-regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the
people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”
Gun rights activists often forget about this first clause regarding a well-regulated mili
tia. The reality is that the United States has ensured a secure global position (a ground
invasion of the country is not likely) and the threat of the frontier, namely Native
Americans, has been eradicated. In other words, the forces that led to the creation of the
Second Amendment no longer exist.
' So why do Americans cling so diligently to the right to bear arms? Hunters obvi
ously need guns to practice their sport, but many gun owners are not hunters. With
the exception of the few who own a gun for the violent overthrow of an unjust gov
ernment, many own guns for protection from home invasion.
Houses today are modern-day fortresses. Tract houses are built within feet of
each other with fences so high that a tall man can not see into his neighbor’s yard.
Citizens vacate city streets by nightfall. Parents teach their children never to talk
to strangers. Am erican culture is afraid. It’s afraid that someone they don’t know
is going to pull a gun on them and steal the meager wealth they’ve accumulated.
What causes this fear? The United States does have the highest homicide rate of any
industrialized nation but, statistically, a person is more likely to be killed by someone he
or she knows than by a complete stranger. Many are quick to blame the media for plas
tering images of violence before us everyday. However, this fear goes deeper; it goes into
a culture that clings to its material possessions and fears losing them more than anything
else.
Which brings us back to Columbine. What could have possessed Eric Harris and
Dylan Klebold to commit such a heinous crime? Pure evil, perhaps. Or perhaps their
parents are responsible for neglecting their children. Perhaps schcx)l administrators
should have identified the social structure at their school that isolates certain children.
Perhaps the media should not glorify violence and sex. Or perhaps it was their last act
of desperation against a culture that didn’t accept them and had nothing to offer to
them.

L
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Dale Quinn is a journalism junior and a Mustang Daily staff writer.

mericans watch more television than
anyone on the planet. If a person views
CNN, Fox News, M SN BC or any local
television station, he or she will probably catch
the phrases “T he War on Terrorism,” “T he
Road to War” or possibly “U.N . Inspectors: In
Iraq” at the bottom of the screen.
W ith the hype

A

Commentary
__

„

of war against Iraq
recent months,

all citizens might be convinced a terrorist,
sniper or the “axis of evil” is lurking outside
the bedroom window of their homes.
America’s current political regime uses the
media as a vehicle to justify its reasons for going
to war. When the United States marches to war,
the media marches with it. The Bush regime
chcwses to confront conflicts with aggression
rather than diplomacy. The media’s propaganda
and brainwashing methods act as scare tactics for
the Bush administration, making them a great
motivator for war.
Since President Bush was elected into office two
years ago, his actions have been more like those of
a mobster than commander-in-chief. Whenever
Bush or his cronies are confronted with legitimate
questions by the media, they pull a “Mind your
own business,” a classic mobster line.
A Dallas-based reporter approached.Bush at a
school in New Orleans with a clever question
about rumors of past drug use. “Did you use
cocaine and then happily send thousands who did
likewise to prison, while you were ‘tough on
drugs’ as governor of Texas?”
Bush’s answer: “Mind your own business.”
A reporter asked “What got discussed during Dick
Cheney’s Energy Commission meetings, and can
Congress see the notes T’
Cheney’s answer: “Mind your own business.”
Another reporter asked, “Is the United States
applying the Geneva Convention’s rules regarding
the treatment of prisoners of war to alleged A1
Qaeda fighters held at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba?”
Rumsfeld’s answer: “Mind your business.”
We call ourselves a democracy, but with the
Bush family pushing jeb Bush for the 2008 elec
tion, it’s looking more like a monarchy, one which
doesn’t care what American citizens think, what
we want, who we are or what we care about.
What the Bush regime is trying to accomplish with
a war with Iraq is to prevent the rise of any society
that might .serve as a successful example of an alter-

Cal Poly students should realize
that no matter how paranoid the
media makes you fe e f what the
government is actually doing is far
worse than you can possibly imag
ine. American foreign policy
»
shows that, since 1945, the
United States has attempted to
overthrow more than 35 foreign
governments and to suppress more
than 20 popular revolutions being
waged against repressive regimes.
native to capitalism - the seizure of oil and making
money for American corporations supporting the war.
Here are some examples of our president in action:
He refu.sed to sign the Kyoto Protocol agree
ment on global warming, which was ultimately
signed by virtually every nation except the United
States. We are the largest consumers of energy and
the largest producers o f pollution. No wonder most
of the world hates the United States.
Bush rejected an international accord to enforce
the 1972 treaty banning germ warfare. O f course,
that would mean America would have to stop pro
ducing biological agents, too. He cut $500 million
from the Envircmmental Protection Agency’s bud
get. Why worry about the environment when there’s
oil drilling going on?
Bush also approved a bill that denies financial
aid to students convicted of misdemeanor drug
charges, although convicted murderers are still eli
gible tor financial aid. Makes a lot t)t sense, Dubya.
Cal Poly students should realize that no matter
how paranoid the media makes you teel, what the
government is actually doing is tar worse than you
can possibly imagine. American foreign policy
shows that, since 1945, the United States has
attempted to overthrow more than 35 foreign gov
ernments and to suppress more than 20 {xtpular
revolutions being waged against repressive regimes.
Makes you wonder which side our present commander-in-chief would have been on in 1776.
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Non-profit campus program
provides homes, care for cats
By Lesley Reo
M USTANG D AILY STA FF W RITER

An elderly white cat named
Grandma perches on the front win
dowsill. Jessie, a black cat with
bright eyes and unusual fangs,
reclines in a corner alongside
Sophie, the resident kitty princess.
Young brothers Jimmy and Buffett
play with each other as'w ell as
their fellow feline inhabitants. All
of these cats, plus eight others, live
in the campus cat shelter, estab
lished and supported by the Cal
Poly C at Program.
The CPCP is a volunteer/nonprofit organization that strives to
sustain a healthy and manageable
campus cat population, aid adop
tion efforts for found and rescued
animals and provide information
on proper animal care for students
and other interested parties.
Additionally, the group maintains
the unique campus cat shelter,
which simulates a home environ
ment for the animals, as well as 12
feeding stations located through
out the campus.
Beginning in 1992 as a veteri
nary science student’s senior pro
ject, CPCP originally proposed to
help reduce the problem of cat
over-population on campus. Before
to the program’s inception, cats
found on campus would be
removed and often euthanized,
which failed to provide a solution

for the surplus. At that time. Cal
Poly was the closest place that
nearly 400 cats could call home.
During the past 10 years, CPCP
has reduced the campus cat popu
lation to about 40.
“T he program has definitely
been a success,’’ said Edie GriffinShaw, C PC P executive director
and volunteer coordinator.
In addition to reducing and
managing the campus cat popula
tion, CPCP has been responsible
for maintaining the health of the
animals in the program. The cats
are vaccinated and tested for dis
eases such as feline leukemia and
feline A ID S and undergo surgery
for spaying and neutering.
Cats on campus that have been
fixed w’ill have their ears clipped in
order to differentiate them from
other cats who have not had the
surgery. A majority of the organiza
tion’s funds, which are accumulat
ed primarily through raffles and
donations, help support local vet
erinarians for their help and ser
vices.
The further domestication and
adoption of the cats within the
program was promoted through a
second student’s senior project.
Although some cats remain too
feral to live as house pets, those
that are able to interact with
humans and other animals are now
available for adoption.

“W e’ve adopted out (more than)
400 cats in the past 10 years,’’ said
Griffin-Shaw.
Facilities work coordinator Jane
Simonson adopted a cat from the
CPC P about three weeks ago as a
New Year’s present for herself and
her husband. Her new pet. Jack, a
black and white cat with a docked
tail, has joined her other two cats
at home.
“1 met so many wonderful cats at
the shelter and 1 couldn’t get them
out of my mind,’’ Simonson said.
“There are some really great cat
personalities there.”
On top of maintaining healthy
cats and providing loving homes
for them, CPCP also offers stu
dents, faculty and staff an opportu
nity to “learn-by-doing.”
Students have not only helped
to create the CPCP, but they also
continue to support it. The logo,
Web site and newsletter of the
organization are the results of co l
laborations with students, as well
as the renovation of the cat shelter.
T he program currently has about
45 workers, but new volunteers are
welcomed to perform a variety of
services crucial to the success of
the program. For more informa
tion,
visit
http://www.facilities.calpoly.edu/Fa
cility_Services/cats/index.html or
call Edie G riffin-Shaw at 7565220.
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OMBUDS
continued from page 1
there is someone on campus that can
help them with problems they may
have,” DeCosta said. “1 know who to
talk to about what, and I can save
students a lot of time and worry.”
W hen presented with a conflict,
DeCosta will explain university poli
cies and procedures for handling the
problem, discuss options available to
solve the problem and serve as a
neutral and confidential resource for
mediating or negotiating a resolu
tion.
A student recently came to the
Ombuds program after receiving a
“C ” in a class he said he deserved a
“B” in.
“I sat down with him and
explained his options,” DeCosta
said. “We then brought the griev
ance before the professor and asked
that the professor give reconsidera
tion as to why he gave the grade that
he did. The student received a ‘B’ in
the class.”
Reconsidering grades is only one
of the issues that the Omhuds pro
gram frequently deals with, DeCosta
said.
General engineering sophomore
Matt Hannah recently dealt with a
conflict while attempting to switch
his major.
“1 asked the dean of my college if
it would be alright to start taking
classes in the major I was trying to
switch into and he said that he
would make sure it was O K ,”
Hannah said.
A few weeks later he received a

letter informing him that he was on
academic probation for not taking
classes in his major.
“It would have been helpful to i
know about the Ombuds program
during that tim e,” Hannah said.
“They probably could have helped
me make a smooth transition and
save a lot of time instead of having
to try and take care of the misunder
standing myself.”
The Ombuds program does ^ot
keep record of names, affiliations^ or
grievances brought forth to ensure
the confidentiality.
DeCosta emphasized the impor
tance of coming in as quickly as pos
sible with a problem.
“Grades, records and paper work
get lost,” DeCosta said. “The sooner
that the student, faculty or staff
member comes in, the more likely it
will be that the problem can still be
f
resolved.”
If significant issues arise before
the Ombuds office, the Provost and
other campus administrators are
advised with the consent of the per
son that has brought the problem
forward.
This process takes place to make
sure that if any major problems are
repeatedly coming up, they can be
changed, DeCosta said.
Although the Ombuds program
provides assistance with informal
conflict resolution, it does not pro
vide legal advice, psychological
counseling, make decisions on issues
or represent campus members in any
formal hearings or procedures.
The Ombuds office in the Cal
Poly Health Center, building 27,
rixrm 113 or call 756-6770.
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Activists
convene in
D.C. to
protest war
By A n d re w K ap lan
M ic h ig a n D a il y (U . M ic h ig a n )

(U -W IR E ) Washington, D.C. —
In the wake of escalating talks of
preemptive military strikes, an esti
mated 200,000 activists, including
dozens of University of Michigan
students, gathered at the Capitol
Saturday to protest a future war in
Iraq.
T he university’s International
advocacy coalition A ct Now to
Stop War
End Racism orches
trated the March on Washington,
which began with a collection of
speakers in front of the Capitol and
ended with a march to the Navy
Yard — a military harbor for war
ships — in the afternoon.
W hile thousands marched to the
Navy Yard, protests occurred in 30
other countries, including England,
Japan and Brazil. In San Francisco,
another
2 00,000
protesters
marched against the war.
Protesters expressed several dif
ferent motives for their opposition
to a war, but many agreed that a
war would cripple the U .S. econo
my and kill thousands of innocent
civilians — American and Iraqis.
“Civil liberties are slowly getting
repressed,”
said
A nti-W ar
C oalition member Faried Ibrahim.
“I t’s
vastly
becom ing
unAm erican.”
Ibrahim joined several hundred
students in a separate march from
John Marshall Park earlier that
morning, along with university stu
dents from the Anti-W ar A ction!
and
performing
arts
groi^p.
Watchdog.
“We have chosen to come here
to let our opposition to the war be
known to leaders in D.C. and to
the general population,” said Yochi
Zakai a sophomore in the School
ot Natural Resources and AWA!
organizer.
“This is not just a couple ot radi
cals, but a mainstream movement
of thousands of people,” he added,
as group members assisted him in
inflating a large missile that read
“False Security” on one side and
“This Is Not T he Answer” oi\ the
other.
Before marching southeast down
Pennsylvania Avenue, protesters
assembled with signs to hear popu
lar speakers declare motions for
peace.
“Let’s choose minds over missiles
and negotiation over confronta
tion,” said the Rev. Jesse Jackson in
his speech on the Mall. “We must
stop mindless foreign policy and
give peace a chance.”
U .S . Rep. John Conyers, DM ich., said billions of dollars would
be squandered on a war that could
otherwise be used to shore up the
economy.
“Risking all this makes no sense
when there is no imminent threat,”
he said. “It was Dr. King who spoke
out against the Vietnamese war,
and like the Vietnamese war, Iraq
would be a major error.”
In addition to marching at the
rally, student protesters collaborat
ed at T he George W ashington
University to set long-term goals
/ V,
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Segregation on rise in American schools, HarvardV.udy finds
By Douglas G. M ulliken
CRIMSON (harvard U.)

(U-W IRE) t:AMBRILX3E, Mass.
— As miuoriry popularions in
Americas public .schix^ls continue to
climb, sch(.xils across the country are
becoming increasingly segregated,
according to a report released Tltursday
by Harvard University’s Civil Rights
Project.
According to the report, relea.sed to
ctnncide with the Martin Luther King
Jr. holiday, 44 percent ot high sch(x>ls
have alim)st entirely black student pop
ulations, and only 14 percent ot white
students attend schcxils with significant
minority numbers.

The authors pxiint to this “tesegregation” as a grave threat to the nation’s
scluxd systems at a time when 40 per
cent of all public schcxd students are
minorities. In highly multiracial areas,
such as the South <md the West, that
px-Tcentage increa.ses to nearly hall ot all
students.
“Public schtx)l enrollment in the
year 2000 was more non-white than it
has ever been, and black students are
more segregated than they have been in
the past 30 years,’’ .said Erica
Frankenberg, one of the study’s authors.
The study found that desegregation
reached its peak in the late 1980s and
has since rapidly retrenched.
Currently, one-sixth of the country’s

black students are educated in schix)ls
that are almost completely non-white.
In the Northea.st and Midwest, the pro
portion rises U) one-founh of all black
students. These schixils, which the
report calls “apartheid schcxils,” often
suffer from poverty, limited rescxirces
and a variety of scxial and health prob
lems.
“Wliat students need to realize is
that they are living through a pericxl
like the end of the Reconstructitin
when rights of minorities in the coun
try are being interpreted away by our
courts,” Harvard professor of education
and stx:ial policy Gar>' A. C^ield wrote
in an e-mail, “and in which the countrv'
is moving toward greater inequality and

l a u

n

c h

C c v m

more reinforcement of stKial and eco
nomic privilege.”
CMield and the report’s other
authors blame the problem chiefly on
three Supreme Court decisions of the
early 1990s that lowered the standards
tor what is necessary to be coasidered a
desegregated schovil. Since that rime,
lower courts have found that schcxil dis
tricts throughout the nation have met
the new standard.
When desegregation laws were

pa.s.sed in
1960s, schtxil districts
were forced ^ L u s children from one
part of the distn’tk^^, another to main
tain a .satisfactory leve.,,f integration in
each schixd. The high ex, ,n nilings in
the early ‘90s mean that s4^jxils no
longer need U) bus children.
Although busing met with fieir-e
opposition in some cities, Frankenberg
said that on the whole these policies
worked and gained public support.

' ^ a n n a B e A S u p e r Hero
This could be You!
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F-^citing S u m m e r Jobs!

ASI STUDENT DIRECTORY ^

NOWAVAILABLE! ^

Join a

Co-ed resiident summer curop seeks
college students to fill numerous
teaching and counseling positions;

Peer Health
Education
Team!!
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...in the never-ending
fight for health and wellness!
756-6181 (Lower Level of the Health Center)
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Meet The Public Printer
OF THE U nited States
Friday, January 24, 2003, from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
Graphic Arts Building, Room 106

Bruce R. James, the new U.S. Public Printer, will be speaking
to Cal Poly students about career opportunities with the
GPO, the Federal agency that produces and disseminates
official publications for the entire U.S. Government.
There will be a recruiting session following the meeting and
interview times will be available in the afternoon.

2srj ■f '

/

Students in all majors
are encouraged to attend.
To learn wore about the GPO, visit our
Web site at www.gpo.gov. For information
about career opportunities at GPO,
please e-mail: recruitmentCa>gpo.gov

G iO

US. Ck)vernment
Printing Office

KEEPING AMERICA INFORMED
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Food Culture

Is th e re re a l "N illa in N illa W a fe rs?
By Steve Hill

treasures ^

.........

deeper,
more
socially-conscious
quest, 1
jriQ m ention o f
began to notice an
•'
level.
As the automatic door welcomed (xld, disconcerting octual Vanilla in the ingreWhat could he
me into my neighborhood grcKery
trend. And it all clients, except in a recipe
the ramifications
store, the flourescent lights overhead
began
with
a
of these
mis
shone down upon my shopping list,
on the side o f the box that spellings? Could
friendly toucan.
creating a brilliant halo that now
Froot
Loops. calls for a halfteaspoon o f the general con
blanketed this near-holy ledger.
Cheez Whiz. Nilla
sumer public be
the
flavoring.
Scrawled upon this sacred paper were
Wafers.
W hat
misled about the
the missions that were to he accom
seems to he the
nutritional con
plished on this daunting excursion:
common thread here?
tent - or lack thereof - that they were
• Cereal
All of the main “ingredients” of receiving because of these oversights?
• Pasta
these delicacies (fruit, cheese, vanil
Distraught, 1 consulted Dorothy,
• Snack foods
la) are spelled wrong. 1 was surround the ca,shier who guided me through
• Maxim
ed by misspelled products!
this trek.
Ah, yes, only the essentials.
My head was spinning. As a jour
“That’s all part about advertising,”
Up and down the aisles 1 cruised
nalism major, 1 couldn’t handle the Dorothy, a 13-year veteran checker,
with my trusty steed (aka shopping
typos (OK, 1 really didn’t care that said confidently. “It’s called sublimi
cart), whose front right wheel had a
much - that’s what the editors are nal messaging. It’s whatever the eye
mind of its own. As I collected the
for), but 1 soon began to think on a catches, and that’s what makes it sell.
T hat’s why the big companies, they
actually pay for (eye level) sptrts on
the shelves.”
Dorothy didn’t really answer my
question, hut she gave me the start 1
needed to unlock the mystery
behind these products. Next, 1 need
ed to examine the ingredients of
these fcKids to find out if there was
any real food in them.
And by real, 1 mean anything that
doesn’t begin with “mono” or is preceeded by the word “hydrogenated.”
The first fcx)d 1 examined was
Frtxit L(X)ps. Corn, wheat, partially
hydrogenated vegetable oil. The
only mention of fruit here are the
“natural orange, lemon, cherry, rasp
berry, blueberry, lime and other nat
ural flavors.”
No mention of actual fruit.
Something tells me that when these
KAORI TAKEKOSHl/MUSTANG DAILY
so-called “natural” flavors are fol
Hey, there's no 'Z ' in cheese. S trolling th e aisles o f yo ur local grocery lowed by colors that have numbers
can b e confusing w ith o u t th e aid o f spellcheck.
next to them (red number 40, blue
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF W RITER
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number 2), this stuff isn’t going to
show up on the shelves of New
Frontiers.
Next victim, fœ d: Nilla Wafers.
To Nahisco’s credit, the company
does not try to fool the consumer by
listing “natural” flavors in the ingre
dients section. In fact, there is no
mention of actual vanilla except for
in a recipe on the side of the box that
calls for a half - teaspoon of the fla
voring.
But the wafers do contain plenty of
wonderful “Nilla.”
Cheez Whiz and Cheez-lt (no “s”)
crackers both mention “cheese cul
tures” on their btixes. I am going to
claim ignorance on this one - are
cheese cultures grown in a lab? - hut
1 will give credit to Cheez-It for list
ing “skim milk cheese” as contribut
ing to this delectable snack. Finally,
the first hint at real fixid!
So is this phonetic emphasis in
place to aid the grammatically-chal
lenged, or is it the result of an an evil
conspiracy, spearheaded hy the major
fotxJ corporations, to push more prod
uct?
In an effort to get the answers, 1
tried contacting marketing repre.sentatives for Kellogg’s, the maker of
Frtxit L(K>ps, who were unavailable

' T ............................... .......................... .

“(with) Froot Loops, I
dont think the average
person would be misled to
believe that there's actual
fruit in there."
Norm Bonin
Marketing Professor

for comment. However, a customer
service representative did say that
“T hat’s just the way that we chose...to
spell it.”
Norm Btirin Phd., a Cal Poly mar
keting professor, was able to shed
some light on the food companies’
points of view.
“In advertising, they (large corpo
rations) have to be very careful about
deceptive advertising,” he said. “But
in this particular case, like Froot
Ltxjps, 1 don’t think the common or
average person would he misled to
believe that there’s actual fruit in
there.”
Btxin also pxrinted out how diffi
cult it is for a consumer to prove
deceptive advertising, since it entails
proving that the consumer was misled
to the point of making a decision that
would he to his or her detriment.
Dr. Lisa Nicholson, an assistant
professor in the Food Sciences
Department, acknowledged the fact
that not only are there misconcep
tions about the content of misspelled
fcxxis, but also about pnxlucts whose
names are advertised correctly.
“You certainly see (misconcep
tions) a lot, with moms giving their
kids fruit punch and thinking there’s
fruit in it," said Nicholson, who spe
cializes in consumer education. “It’s
actually red dye 4.”
Nicholson also p<iinted out anoth
er misspelled product, Cremora, that
is used as a coffee creamer. While the
product is not even spelled with the
word “cream,” Nicholson noted that
the cunning spelling can trick buyers.
“(Consumers) think they’re adding
a milk proximate and that they’re get
ting some of their calcium for the

see FROOT, page 11
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The Moscow .
Dance Theatre

Vladimir Zakharov

"P/zzo: A necessary school supply"
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FROOT
continued from page 10
day,” she said.
Upon further investigation of
Cremora’s contents, the ingredient
“sodium caseinate (milk derived)*”
was found. When the asterisk was fol
lowed to hnd the fine print on the
label, 1 was told that sodium caseinate
is “not a significant source of lactose.”
But are these small, virtually hid
den disclaimers enough? Aren’t the
flashy, fancy labels what attract the
consumers, not the fine print?
“There are all the labels that are
out that if people take time to read
them, they’ll see what’s really in
there,” said Ali.sa Piette, a licensed
marriage and family therapist. “But...l
think marketing is probably pretty
powerful.”
Piette also said people take the
idea that there may he a health henfit
in the product - such as there being
actual fruit in Froot L(x>ps - and run
with it so that they do not feel had
about eating something that may not
he the most nutritious.
“1 think it’s kind of a rationaliza
tion that can he made for people to
eat that stuff - ‘Well, it’s got cheese in
it,”’ Piette said. “I’m sure on some
level we want to believe that it is
gcxid, or we wouldn’t he stuffing our
faces.”
There are some dissenters to this
opinion, however.
“In my mind, obviously people
know that there’s not really fruit in
Froot Loops,” said liberal studies
freshman Meagan Webster. “Foods
that are prcKessed like that, you have
to know that they’re not healthy.”
So, as the line between common
sense and false advertising continues
to blur and the battle continues
between real and prtx:essed ftxxls,
consumers can only he advised one
thing: When shopping, always use
spell-check.
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Poly English department seeks prose and poetry
►32nd annual creative
writing contest rewards
writers by offering
prestige, print and cash
By Courtney Witt
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

“T h e.”
In trying not to get lost in the
expanse of a blank page, the only
word typed is “the” again and again,
until the trash bin next to your desk
spills over and floods the corner
with crumpled up paper. Hopefully
at some point the words begin to
flow and a story unfolds.
If you have what it takes to over
come writer’s block, you may consid
er entering the creative writing con
test here on campus.
To help face the challenges of
short story and poem writing, the
English department
is currently
accepting entries from Cal Poly stu
dents.
The contest, which has been put
on every year since 1971, has two
parts, including a short story and
poetry writing division.
Winners of both divisions will
receive cash prizes along with hav
ing their work published in
Byzantium, a Cal Poly literary publi
cation, said contest director Kevin
Clark.
“The magazine was created for
the winners of the contest,” Clark
said. “Except for some artwork, the
magazine is made up entirely from
the winners of this contest.”
Six judges will determine the win
ners. To ensure no partiality, none of
the judges are from the creative
writing department, Clark said.
“The contest cannot he judged by
the creative writing professors

because they can often identify the
'.VT
writer by the style,” Clark said. “It
would he like trying to pick one of
my kids over another.”
Philosophy junior Mike Marcini
plans to submit a short story.
“1 want to write a story in firstperson that will relate to the emo
tional impact of the college commu
nity,” Marcini said. “1 want it to be
something that everyone can relate
r*
to.”
Students are allowed to submit
two short stories totaling no more
‘than 30 pages, and up to five poems
totaling 300 lines.
Marcini plans to submit a poem as
well.
“The poetry 1 submit will he about
war or failed relationships because
that is what all of my poems are
about,” Marcini said.
Each student submitting his or
her work must use a pseudonym
written on a sealed envelope with
the student’s real name, address and
phone number sealed inside.
The work submitted will not be
returned. Contestants are advised to
keep a copy.
Winners of the contest will be
notified by mail and present their
work at the annual awards reading,
held at the end of the academic year.
Cash prizes for both short story
and poem writing are $100 for first
place, $75 for second place and $50
for third. Money was donated by the
Knowlton Company and the English
Honors SiKiety, Sigma Tau Delta.
All poems and short stories must
he submitted to the English
Department in building 47, room
32E by 4 p.m. on Jan. 27.
For more information about the
BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY
contest,
visit
the
English
Department
Web
site
at English senior A m ity A rm strong plans to e n te r her w ork in Poly's
http://cla.calpoly.edu/engl.
creative w ritin g contest.

Do you hove a pet chicken?

GUENDARo/ EVENTS

* D ow ntow n S an Luis Obispo

iniw.themovlteiperleice.coM|
Fremont Theatre 541-2141
IN TH E B IG F R E M O N T

‘ K A N G A R O O J A C K (PQ)
Thur 3:00 5:45 8:00

A G U Y T H IN G (P G -13)
Thor 3:15 6:15 8:45

•N A T IO N A L S E C U R IT Y (P G -13)
Thors 4 0 0 6:4 5 9:00

G A N G S O F N E W Y O R K (R)
Thor 3:30 7 0 0
E N D S TODAY?'

Downtown Centre Cinema |
546-8600
"

■

•J U S T M A R R IE D (P Q -13)

Yeah, we knew that.

Fritiay, January 24, 7pm

Tuesday, February 4, 7pm

TEARS OF JOY PUPPET THEATRE:
PERSEUS, HERO OF ANCIENT GREECE

CANADA'S ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET
SLEEPING BEAUTY

Cohan Center

Cohan Center

l*resfnted by Cal Poly Aru

l*resented by Cad Poly Arts

772-9393
863 Main St
Morro Boy

•r' '-"i '

Friday, February 7, 8pm

Wednesday, January 29, 8pm

Tsydiic Taiß
li Card 'Readiifi^

ARLO GUTHRIE

THE ST. OLAF CHOIR

Cohan Center

Cohan Center

Friday & Saturday, January 31 & February 1, 8pm
Sunday, February 2, 2pm
Thursday Saturday, February 6 - 8 , 8pm

SLO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERT
“MUSIC MOVES US”

Presented by St. O laf Clroir

Presented by Cal h tly Arts

-

Saturday, February 8, 8pm

V 3^

V-

DANCÉ MOSAIC - THE ORCHESIS DANCE COMPANY Presented by San Luh Obispo Sympltony
Cohan Center
Presented by Cal Poly Theatre & Dance Department.
Cal Poly Theatre

Thur 3:1 5 6:00 8:45

A D A P T A T IO N (R)
Thur 3:3 0 6:30 9 15

COiAST
C» «
at -

95.3-WO.r

K-OTTEA 94 .9

Ticket information. SLO-ARTS (756-2787) Call 756-7222 for transportation details

rsaroRMiN«: AUTAt'FNTfk

SOUIK-Slfcicb

• www.pacslo.org

•C A T C H M E IF Y O U C A N (PG -13)
Thur 3:0 0 6:15 9:30

L O R D O F T H E R IN G S (P Q -13)
Thor 4 0 0 8 0 0

A B O U T S C H M ID T (R)
Thur 3 0 0 5:45 8:30

T W O W E E K S N O T IC E (P G -13)
Thur 3:4 5 6:30 9 0 0
E N D S TODAY!)

IM Y

B IG FAT G R E E K W E D D IN G (P Q )|
Thur 4:00 6:45 9:00

•N O G ATS A C C E P T E D

Student Discounts

available at both theatres |
Times Valid Today Only!!!
I
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eS U Student
Research Competition
May 2nd and 3rd 2003

TA C O R I

Open to all undergraduate
and Graduate Students

Happy Hour

Encourage your students to turn
their senior projects or master's theses
into research cometition entries!
For additional information,
visit our webiste:
http://www.calpoly.edu/-rgp/src
or call the Research and
Graduate Programs Office:
7 5 6 -1 5 0 8
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Et. Corral Bookstore

ADVANTAGE
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE CAL POLY C O M M U N ITY

You've heard about the

ADVANTAGE

W E carry all required and recom m ended books
GET the books w hen you need them
RESERVE your textbooks on-line
C O N V E N IE N T returns (no return postage)
IN S TA N T refunds
LARGEST used book inventory (saving you $$)
C O M PETITIVE low prices
SH O P at once (If the books haven't arrived , p rep ay and w e'll call you)
G U A R A N TE E D highest buyback
EXTRA 10% on buyback w hen you deposit your buy back into C am pus Express
PROFITS benefit C al Poly students
VIP BUYBACK
(reserve your textbooks and be elig ible to sell your books back a t the best price possible)

But that's not all we offer!

ADVANTAGE
UP to 35% off on NYT Bestsellers
SPECIAL order services
SUPPORTS campus book events
BOOKSENSE on-line book purchases
LARGE Campus Author section
O N -H A N D titles from Architecture - Study Aids
EXPANDED magazine section
KNOWLEDGEABLE and dedicated staff
KEEPING you reading since 1933

APPLE, DELL, and GATEWAY
computer demos
EDUCATIONALLY priced hardware
and software
HUGE selection of peripherals
SPECIAL order service available
KNOWLEDGEABLE and courteous staff
ON-LINE Apple Computer sales

li^ H :
ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

W E carry all required supplies for your classes
COMPETITIVE prices
C O N VEN IEN T location
EASY refunds and exchanges
SPECIAL orders welcome
PROCEEDS stay on campus - benefits Cal Poly
KNOWLEDGEABLE and courteous staff
ONE-DAY photo processing

at El CorralMonday
Bookstore
- Thursday 7:45-6:00
Friday 7:45-4:30
Saturday 11:00-4:00

Serving you 24 hours a day

www.elcorralbookstore.com
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U.S.WÌII push for U.N. sanctions on North Korea
By Alessandra Risso
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

UNITED NATIONS — A top U.S.
official said Wednesday he will push for
the U.N. Security Council to consider
sanctioning North Korea for its nuclear
programs, even as a U.N. envoy said the
North would consider sanctions “an act
of war.”
But Western diplomats on the
Security Council said the issue likely
will not come before them anytime
soon since it still is being debated by the
U.N. nuclear watchdog agency in
Vienna, Austria.
U.S. Undersecretary of State John
Bolton, in South Korea to rally support.

said officials there agreed to take the
nuclear issue before the Security
Council. He also .said Britain, France
and most likely Russia would support
such a move, and China had not voiced
any oppcTsition.
“It’s not a question (if if it goes before
the Security Council, it’s only a matter
of time,” Bolton said. “We hope it will
get there by the end of this week.”
The Intematiiinal Atomic Energy
Agency currently is debating whether
to refer the matter to the council, an
official said.
“If there isn’t movement on the part
of North Korea, ultimately this will
have to go to the Security Council,”
IAEA spokesman Mark Gwozdecky

told The Associated Press. “1 think by
the end of the week we will certainly
have a better lay of the land.”
But a British delegate at the United
Nations noted that the IAEA may post
pone its Friday session.
Pyongyang lasists its nuclear dispute
is purely with Washington and does not
involve other parties. It made that
stance clear during recent talks with
U.N. envoy Maurice Strong, a special
adviser to Secretary-General Kofi
Annan.
“They have even used the expression
that they would regard action by the
Security Council to impose sanctions or
any similar punitive action as an act of
war,” Strong said after returning from

Pyongyang and briefing Annan.
Asked if he would he reporting to the
Security Qiuncil scxin. Strong said, “1
report to the secretar\'-general... and he
has not asked me to report to the
Security Giuncil.”
The issue “is not on the Security
Cxiuncil agenda at this point.”
“As you know, there are a lot of
efforts going on, a lot of diplomatic
efforts now under way, to deal with and
seek a solution to the nuclear crisis.
And, therefore, 1think it would he inap
propriate and unhelpful of me to be dis
cussing it,” Strong said.
Tensions escalated in October when
the United States said North Korea
admitted having a secret nuclear pro-

gram in violation of a 1994 agreement
with the United State.s. The United
States and its allies suspiended oil .ship
ments to the North, and Pyong>'ang
responded by expelling U.N. inspectors
and preparing to restart a 5-megawatt
nuclear reactor to generate badly need
ed electricity.
Experts say the North’s main nuclear
complex at Yonghyon could prcxluce
several nuclear weapons within months.
Niirth Korea is believed to have pro
duced two nuclear w'eajxins already and
experts say it has the resources to make
another four or five within a few years.
Although the North says it has no
such intention, it has quit a global
nuclear nonprolifieration treaty.

Frat member
dies after fight
in San Jose

A da m s G rain C o m p a n y • Apio, Inc • A r m s t r o n g G a rd e n C e n te rs • Babe Farms Inc • Blue S pruce
L a n d s c a p e • B o b c a t C e n t r a l • B o n i p a k P r o d u c e Co • C.H. R o b i n s o n W o r l d w i d e , Inc • C a g w i n &
D o r w a r d L a n d s c a p e C o n tr a c t o r s * C a lifo r n ia D e p a r t m e n t of Food and A g r i c u l t u r e • C a lifo rn ia
Fo res t P r o d u c t s • C a l i f o r n i a Pork P r o d u c e r s A s s o c ia tio n • C a l i f o r n i a S tate Fair • C a l i f o r n i a
S tra w b e rry C o m m iss io n • Cargill A nim al N u tritio n • Carson Landscape Industries • Circle Four
Farms • C o o p e ra tiv e System (Land O'Lakes Feed, A g rillan ce ) • Crystal Springs Landscape
C o m p a n y • D avey Resource G roup ■ Del Conte's Landscaping > D ow Agro Sciences • Driscoll
S traw berry Associates • E & J Gallo W in ery • Enterprise Rent-A-Car • Ewing Irrigation Products •
F a m o u s S o f t w a r e , LLC ■ F o s t e r F a r m s • F r e s h Kist P r o d u c e • F r e s n o M a d e r a F a r m C r e d i t • F r i t o - L a y •
Gills O n io n s • G r a n it e C o n tr u c t io n C o m p a n y • Harris Ranch Beef C o m p a n y ■ J.M. S m u c k e r
C o m p a n y • J e n s e n L a n d s c a p e S e r v i c e s ♦ JG B o s w e l l C o m p a n y • O d e n b e r g E n g i n e e r i n g , I n c •
Pacific Coast P ro d u c e rs • P a r a m o u n t Farms, Inc • Peace Corps • Pest M a n a g e m e n t A ssociates, Inc •
P r a t h e r R a n c h • P r i m a F r u t t a P a c k i n g C o • R o y a l V a n Z a n t e n , LLC • S c h e i d V i n e y a r d s I n c • S e n s l e n t
D e h y d r a t e d F la v o r s Co • S u n r is e G r o w e r s - F ro z s u n F oo ds • S u n v i e w V i n e y a r d s of CA, Inc •
Tanim ura & Antle • Target Specialty Products • The Brickman G roup • The Produce Exchange •
T r u G r e e n • U S D A • V a l l e y C r e s t C o m p a n i e s • V a l l e y U t i l i t y S e r v ic e s • W o o d s i d e E l e c t r o n i c s Co

Presented by:
The Agribusiness Management and National Agri-Marketing Association Club
• I»» wo«««*iw irt«»
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SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —
Members of two San Jose State
University fraternities settled their dif
ferences in a blexxJy brawl at a suburban
park Wednesday, leaving one man dead
on his 23rd birthday and several others
injured.
Police were called shiTitly after mid
night by residents who reported several
dozens of young men armed with
knives and sticks fighting in Hickinger
Park in northeast San Jose, said Sgt.
Steve Dixon, a police department
spokesman.
“They could hear siTmeKxly scream
ing ‘SiTmeKxly’s been stabbed!’” Dixon
said.
Four peiTple were stabbed, including
the 23-year-old man who later died at a
hospital, said Catherine Unger, a police
spokeswoman. TTie dead man was later
identified as Alam Kim of Uts Altos.
The men were members of San Jose
State’s Pi Alpha Phi and Lim(pda Phi
Epsilon fraternities. Pi Alpha Phi mem
bers from the nearby University of
California at Santa Cruz also participat
ed, Unger said.
The altercation apparently grew
from a disagreement at a pcxil hall
Monday. The exact nature of the dis
pute was not immediately known, hut it ^
escalated to egg throwing and, eventu
ally, the brawl, police said.
“They arrived at an agreement to
meet in a park in San Jose to resolve
their differences,” Dixon said.
The gnxip first gathered at Williams
Street Park near downtown San Jose
hut retreated to suburban Rickmger
Park when they spotted police nearby.
“Quite honestly, except for the lack
of the tatnx», this is a gang fight,”
Dixon said. “Instead of gang members,
it’s frat memK'rs.”
Several people were taken to hiTspitals by friends, Unger said. Besides the
man who died, three people were treat
ed for stab wounds and one for head
trauma.
I3ozens of fraternity members and
witnesses were being questioned at
police headquarters. No arrests were
immcxliatcly made.
Pi Alpha Phi was estahli.shed in 1926
at the University of California at
Berkeley, hy Asian students because
existing fraternities discriminated
against minorities, according to the
group’s Web site at San Jose State.
Officials at San Jose State, where the *
chapter started in 1991, declintxl to
comment on the brawl. In Santa Cruz,
the university is not aware of previous
trouble from the gixxip, which was set
up in 1995, said Elizabeth Irwin, a cam-

Nationai/Intemational News
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War support
wanes as
report nears
W A SH IN G TO N — President
Bush’s efforts at bringing allies
around to the U .S. position on Iraq
appeared
to
he
unraveling
Wednesday, putting the administra
tion in a difficult position ahead of a
key U.N. report and debate.
Weapons inspectors were coming
up empty. Ftance and Germany were
balking at moving toward war.
Turkey was resisting having U.S.
ground troops on its soil. Opposition
was growing in Britain while polls
showed the American public didn’t
want to go to war in Iraq.
The administration was trying to
lay the groundwork to make a strong
case against Iraq when U.N. inspec
tors deliver their report Monday to
the Security Council. U .S. officials
had seen the Jan. 27 report as a pos
sible war decision point, hut they’ve
drawn opposition from allies who
want the inspectors given more time
to do their work.
“An extra delay is necessary,”
French President Jacques Chirac
asserted Wednesday. France has
hinted it might use its Security
Council veto to hltKk an Iraq war
resolution. Germany also called for
a delay.
In remarks Wednesday in St.
Louis that appeared directed at both
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein and
unconvinced allies, Bush declared,
“It’s time for us to hold the world to
account and for Saddam to be held
to account. ... We must not he
fooled by the ways of the past.”
Expressing scorn, Bush suggested
Saddam hoped to buy time for him
self by giving “the so-called inspec
tors more runaround.” A day earlier.
Bush likened giving the U.N.
inspectors more time to the “rerun
of a bad movie.”
But it is clear that international
sentim ent has shifted since last
November’s 15-0 Security Council
vote calling for Saddam to disarm
and sending in the arms inspectors.
“No one wants to go to war over
12 artillery shells,” said Brookings
Institution military analyst Michael
O ’Hanlon, referring to empty chem
ical warheads discovered last week
near Baghdad.
O ’Hanlon said support for war has
been eroded by the failure of inspec
tors to come up with a “smoking
gun” and by Iraq’s superficial show
of compliance. Also, he suggested,
“The world is getting cold feet.”
The stars appeared to be lining up
against any imminent war decision
both abroad and at home — and at
a bad time for Bush, who gives his
State of the Union address Tuesday.
Anti-war demonstrations drew
tens of thousands to Washington
last weekend and recent polls sug
gested Bush has failed to convince
most Americans there is justifica
tion for military action to topple
Saddam.
More than half — 53 percent —
responding to a poll by the Pew
Research Center for the People &
the Press said the president has not
yet explained clearly what’s at stake
to justify war.
Meanwhile,
prominent
Democrats
who
earlier
were
restrained in criticizing Bush’s for
eign policy were becoming more
outspoken.

Now it’s time to put on
your thinking cap.

It’s time to start thinking about graduation and
putting yourself to good use. At Ernst Sc Young, we
offer a challenging, stimulating environment where
you will be given many opportunities to use your mind

K )R T U N E '

and stretch arxl grow in your career. Start here.

Ml
c v . c o m / US/C.H COIS
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HOCKEY
continued from page 16
“We had beat Colorado State
earlil6er in the season, ending the
game early after leading 8-0,” forward
Scott Murphy said.
In the Winternationals game. Cal
Poly beat Colorado State 4-3, and
later defeated Northeastern through a
high-scoring 11 -4 match. After beat
ing Western Michigan 4-3, Cal Poly
advanced to the quarterfinals, where
they played against the University of
Michigan and won 3-2. This allowed
them to proceed to the semifinals to
face Central Florida State, resulting
in a close game that ended in a loss of
3-2, attributed to the skating abilities
and discipline of the opposing team.
“We’ve been to this tournament
for the past two years, but this year
was special because we were able to
place in the top three among some of
the best teams in the nation,” club
president Ian Gould said.
Qintributing to the team’s success
at Winternationals was the solid
guard of defensemen Trevor Jacobs
and Pat Moyer, consistent net protec
tion by goalie Chris Herbert and scor
ing ability of forward Bobby Cottrell.
“Bobby was able to carry our team

through a majority of the games,”
Gould said. “He served as a backbone
to the Cal Poly offense.”
The Winternationals offered the
Cal Poly ‘A’ team the opportunity to
preview the playing style of teams
from states other than those included
in the Western region. The style that
Cal Poly and others in the Western
region employ is nicknamed “run and
gun,” which entails skating quickly
and aggressively and emphasizes scor
ing on the initial rush. Teams from
the East Coast and Midwest use a
more traditional and fundamental
approach, skating slower and spread
ing their team out along the rink to
allow for more passing. Cal Poly is
likely to play many of the teams that
participated in this invitational when
they travel to Philadelphia, Penn, in
April to compete at nationals.
“This tournament is the one tour
nament during the regular season
that most prepares us for the style of
play from different teams around the
nation,” Gould said.
The difference in style causes a
division in tactics among teams. Cal
Poly was met with a lack of respect by
some of their competitors due to their
style of play, which increased their
satisfaction in winning.

BASKETBALL
continued from page 16
points, sinking nine of 23 from the
field, and she also grabbed 13
rebounds. Kim Gildersleeve added
15 points and Brezya Rhodes had
10 points for the Matadors.
Cal Poly made 46 percent of its
shots from the floor (21 of 46)
while holding Cal State Northridge
to just 30 percent (19 of 64). The
Mustangs clinched the win at the
free-throw line down the stretch,
sinking 19 of 24 charity shots for
the game.
“It was a great team effort,” Cal
Poly head coach Faith Mimnaugh
said. “Everyone contributed as they
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should.
“We had some matchup prob
lems with them because of their
perimeter shooting,” Mimnaugh
added, “But we made some clutch
free throws to put the game away.”
Cal Poly won despite turning the
ball over 25 times. The Matadors
had 21 and outrebounded the
Mustangs 44-38. Heather journey
and Lacy Tanneberg each had six
boards for Cal Poly.
On Thursday, the Mustangs held
Pacific to 20 first-half point but
couldn’t hold on to victory as the
Waves pulled away in the second
half for a 63-50 victory over Cal
Poly at the Spanos Center.
Cal Poly was led by Henke with
16 points, matching her career
high.

WRESTLING
continued from page 16
Poly in a dual meet at Mott Gym.
Nebraska improved to 12-3 in dual
meets this season with the win.
The Mustangs began the meet
jumping out to an 18-6 lead after five
matches, with pin victories by Ryan
Halsey in the 184-pound match,
David Schenk in the 197-pound
match, and Nate Ybarra in the 133pound match.
The Cornhuskers responded how
ever with a major decision victory in
the 141-pound match by Matt
Murphy, followed by a decision vicory by Travis Shufelt in the 149-pound
match.

ASI STUDENT DIRECTORY ^

NOWAVAILABLE! *
Students, Faculty and Staff,
Please go to the UU Inform ation Desk
w ith your Cal Poly ID to receive a fre e copy.

S P E C IA L S P R IN G B R E A K PA C K A G ES
Includes RT air, airtport/resort transfers, 7 nights at resort, schedule of
parties, activities & side excursions. Prices quoted are quad occupancy.
Ask about many other options. Hawaii from $586; Acalpulco from $629;
Cancun from $729; Montego Bay. Jamaica from $809. Also 5 day
Carnival Cruiee RT from l_A from $205 quad, $230 double!
Book soon as Spring Break specials sell out quickly. Call, e-mail or see
us today for all student discount travel.

TRAVnnMC / AMOTican ixpMM
sbA*'*

Phone: 783-7000

E-m ail: slo@ tvltm .com

Located in SLO o t Brood A M arsh, Free Parking o t th e door

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W anted
Wanted - Church choir director
who loves Jesus and music.
Opportunity to develop music
ministry in a growing church.
Call Marge, 434- 1921, 1st Pres.
CMRG is looking for research
candidates, 12 years and older for
a canker sore clinical trial. Call
805-549-7570 for more information.
Compensation for time/travel
available.

Help W anted

Help W anted

CMRG is actively looking for
bacterial skin infection research
candidates for our clinical research
trial. Call 805-549-7570 for more
information. Travel/time
compensation paid.

If you have had two or fewer
episodes of bacterial sinusitis in the
past 12 months, CMRG is actively
looking for sinusitis research candi
dates, 18 years or older, for our
clinical research trial. Call
805-549-7570 for more
information. Travel/time
compensation paid.

GET YOUR CLASSIRbD AD IN
NOW!!

Classifieds are killer!

Em ploym ent
"BaHen3er"TfaTneei"
Needed
Earn up to $25/Hr.
International Bartender School
will be in town 1 week only.
Day/Eve classes, limited seating. Gall today 800-859-4109
ClassHleds
756-1143

Homes For Sale
Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com
Upgraded 3 bedroom, 2
bath home with large yard
and spa clo se to Poly $
579,000
546-8252 or 441-1879
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SCORES

1

CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

Surfing

Cal Poly club takes
10th at NSSA event

MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO

Sophomore guard Michelle Henke
scored 15 points to lead Cal Poly to a
67-54 victory over Cal State
Northridge in a Big West Conference
women’s basketball game Saturday
night in the Matadome.
With the win, Cal Poly improves
to 7-8 on the year and 3-2 in Big
West games. Cal State Northridge fell
to 1-15 and 1-4Henke, who scored a career-high
16 points in a loss to Pacific on
Thursday night, made three of six
flexTr shots and all eight free throws
against the Matadors. She was the
lone Mustang in double figures.
Three players combined for 47 of
Cal State Northridge’s 54 points. Ofa
Tulikihihifo led the way with 22

Cal Poly fo rw a rd H ea th er Journey c o n trib u ted to th e M ustangs' b al
anced scoring atta ck in a 6 7 -5 4 w in over N o rth rid g e Saturday.

see BASKETBALL, page 15
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CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

T

he Cal Poly surf team fin
ished 10th Monday at
Huntington Pier in the
fourth
and
final
National
Scholastic Surfing Association
Southwest Conference college
event of the 2002-0,3 season.
Five-time national champion
UC San Diego won the competi
tion with 136 points, as the
Mustangs finished with 58.
Horticulture senior Mark Waltz
advanced to the quarterfinals tor
the Mustangs, while teammate
Sean I\)llar, a graphic communica
tions senior, advanced to the semi
finals. Dollar and Waltz competed
in the same quarterfinal heat, and
l\)llar’s third-place finish helped
him advance.
Twenty-four college teams com
peted in the contest.
Next up for the Mustangs is the
N SSA
College
State
Championships March 15-16 at
Church E3each. The top 12 colleges
from the State Championships will
he invited to the National
Interscholastic
Championships
June 20-21 in Dana Point.

W om en's Tennis

No. 11 use beats
Cal Poly 7-0
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

LOS ANGELES - The C:al Poly
women’s tennis team fell to No. 11
u s e Wedne.sday by a score of 7-0
at Marks Stadium in Los Angeles.
The Mustangs fell to 1-2 overall on
the .season.
In singles competition, the
Mustang freshmen fought strong,
each barely missing a win. At No.
4, Kristen Grady lost a close match
to Ni*. 90 Tiffany Brymer, 4-6, 6-4
(1 1-9 ). In the No. 2 position,
Samantha Waller made lost an
exciting match to No. 103 Anita
Loyola, 2-6, 6-4 (10-6). Also just
mi.ssing a win at No. 6 was Sheila
Lewis, falling 6-7, 6-4 (10-8) to
Bernadette Bayani.
The Mustangs travel to Fresno
on Saturday for a dual match
against No. 26 Fresno State at 11
a.m. at the Wathen Tennis Center.

Men's Tennis

Mustangs host USF
in home opener
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

The Cal Ptdy men’s tennis team
opens theit home seit.son this
Sunday when they host the
University of San Francisco at
mxm on Mustang Courts.
The Mustangs are currently 1-2
overall. The I3ons are currently 1-1
and will face UC Santa Barbara on
Saturday before their meeting with
Cal Poly on Sunday.
Sunday’s match against USF will
he the third meeting of the two
teams. The series is tied at 1-1.

Cal Poly Wrestling

SAN LUIS O BISPO — With vic
tories in seven of the 10 matches, the
Cal Poly wrestling team defeated Cal
State Bakersfield, 23-13, in a dual
meet at Mott Gym on Sunday. The
win ended a five-meet losing streak
for the Mustangs. The Mustangs are
now 4-5 in dual meets, while the
Roadrunners dropped to 2-4.
The Mustang lead got a Kxist in
the fourth match of the meet, as
l>avid Schenk won the 197-pound
match by major decision to give the
Mustangs a 10-4 lead. The Mustangs
would continue to build on the lead,
as Joel Mittelman upset 17th-ranked
Efren Ceballos in the 125-pound
match, followed by a Nate Ybarra
major decision win in the 133-pound
match over 18th-ranked Matt
Sanchez.
C3n Saturday, a technical fall victo
ry in the final match of the meet gave
the
12th-ranked
Nebraska
Comhuskers a 22-21 victory over Cal

26
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sat., jan. 25,7 p.m.
® ucsb
wed., jan. 29,7 p.m.
® long beach

b each

sat., jan. 25, 7 p.m
@ cal poly
thurs., jan. 30, 7 p.m
® cal poly

'íAítH - 'Si“, .
''“ l o n g b e a c h

fri., jan 24,1 p.m
® tempe, ariz

s t.

thurs.., jan. 30, 7 p.m
®uc davis

s t.

swiMMir,:
''“ s a n d i e g o

sat., jan. 25,1 p.m
® san jose

fri., jan 31, 2 p.m
s ta te
ocaipoiy

vnMfiW’S; TFNNr,
''“ f r e s n o s t .

sat , jan 25,11 a m
® fresno st

------------------------- 1

STATS

By the numbers
National rank of Cal
Poly 125-pound
w re stle r Vic M oreno.
National rank of Cal
Poly 197-pounder
David S c h e n k .
MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO

Mustangs capture third in Vegas

see HOCKEY, page 15
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Cal Poly Roller Hockey

The Cal Vo\y Roller HtKkey ‘A’
team finished third at the North
American
Roller
Hockey
Championships
(N A RC h)
Wintemationals in Las Vegas, Nev.
The invitational, held at the Crystal
Palace from jan. 16-22, allowed 16
teams from across the United States
to compete . in the tournament’s
College Division established by
NARCh and the Collegiate Roller
HtKkey League (CRHL).
(^al Poly iKgan the tournament by
facing three teams: Colorado State,
Northeastern and Western Michigan.
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The M ustangs salvaged a sp lit o f th e ir w eeken d m atches w ith a 23see WRESTLING, page 15 1 3 w in ag ainst Cal State B akersfield Sunday.
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By Lesley Reo
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Schenk provides boost in win
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Cal Poly fo r
w ard Scott
M u rp h y drives
to th e goal
d u rin g th e
M ustangs' 3-2
w in over
C olorado
State at th e
NARCH to u r
n a m en t last
w eekend.

Predicted Big W e st
C o n fe re n ce finish for
the Cal Poly baseball
team in a p re se a so n
c o a c h e s poll.

TRIVIA
today's question

Which university did New
York Knicks coach Jeff Van
Gundy drop out of, and what
junior college did he transfer
to in persuit of his
basketball dreams?
Submil answers to: jljackso&calpoly.edu
Wednesdfly'i question

What did W ilt Chamberlain
shoot from the line in his
record 100 point game?
HMW

at m^- f i mi w;

Congratulations Alan Tsai, Matt Siabo
and Douglas Lumll

PHOTO COURTESY OF
NARCH.COM

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

